in attendance on the ladies of the cast, five chamberlains in attend-
ance on the few male actors, two literary advisers, three pro-
ducers (one for each act), a long series of collaborateurs de VAuteur
with inscrutable functions, a balayeuse of the Royal Box, a lyric
poet, and fifty other impertinences which no imagination could
anticipate nor memory retain.
A series of County Council regulations came with a prosaic
shock after all this romance. There was an announcement that
in the following week three birthdays would be celebrated: of a
member of the Royal family, of Shakespear's mother's second
cousin's ploughman (recently discovered by Mr Sidney Lee), and
of the premier Suisse des coulisses, the mode of celebration being
the presentation to every person in the house of a richly illus-
trated souvenir, with a box of cigars or a feather fan, according to
sex. Finally the old list of prices survived like an unstriped muscle
or a disused process in a bodily organism; but the stalls were now
a guinea, and the balcony stalls fifteen shillings. There were also
seventeen pages of advertisements.
It was a fascinating document, cheap at a shilling, its marked
price. Bridges at last stopped staring vacantly at it, and read it
from end to end with growing indignation—for it must be re-
membered that he had not, like the dwellers in London, had it
broken to him gradually as it grew from season to season, line by
line, folly by folly. He had not seen a London playbill for ten
years, and had been unsuspicious enough even then of the enor-
mous proportion of fiction to fact in theatrical business. The
whole affair struck him as monstrous, as something calling for a
great social reform, for the devotion of a lifetime, for the expendi-
ture of a fortune, for public agitation, for speeches, petitions to
parliament, sermons, a press crusade, and examples made of—he
did not exactly know of whom, but of somebody.
Fortunately for himself, he did not understand the art of agita-
tion. But he had the pet delusion of the modern millionaire. He
believed that he had made his own millions. Had not others failed
to make them? Had he not had to work hard and to keep his wits
about him, to be sober and prudent and steady whilst other men
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